
COMPARE AND CONTRAST ATHENIAN DEMOCRACY TO ROMAN

REPUBLIC

The republic of Rome and the democracy of Athens, while similar, varied In contrast the Roman Republic (as well as
subsequent Empire), the.

Today, although "democracy" and "republic" are often used interchangeably, in ancient times they referred to
distinct political systems. Rome is centrally located on a plain bordered by mountains to the east and the sea to
the west. How They Participated According to some scholars, such as Nadia Urbinati, ancient democracies
and republics also allowed for different forms of popular participation. A citizen is anyone who is born in the
United States, as well as those who follow a naturalization process established by congress. The Party System
Rome's political structure provided for representation by two political parties in the Senate. The president is
the chief executive of the government and the commander-in-chief of the army. In a practice known as
"ostracism," citizens gathered in the public arena and marked a shard of pottery with the name of a political
leader they wanted ostracized. This formation caused Rome to develop as one large city-state that absorbed
migrating populations and invaders from the north and south. Power could only be held by the masses or by
the elite. The Supreme Court has â€¦show more contentâ€¦ In the past, different civilizations have been ruled
by different forms of government. Although the United States reflects the influence of both democracies and
republics, these influences can at times be in tension with one another: While a democracy represents the
principle of majority rule, a republic uses institutions to check and balance the power of majorities. Political
Accountability The Romans and the Greeks had political procedures for removing a government official not
adequately performing his role. The highest regard they could attain was being the wife of a citizen.
Democracy was a political community in which the people, or the collective body of active citizens, exercised
political power. Interaction between the Greek city-states was limited, causing each city-state to develop
independently of one another. The U. In this way, Roman political thinkers hoped to achieve stability by
giving both the masses and the elites some institutional stake in political power. Also, they have the freedom
to express yourself, freedom to worship as they wish, and the freedom to pursue "life, liberty, and the pursuit
of happiness". Ancient Democratic Institutions One of the most important differences between ancient Greek
democracy and ancient Roman Republicanism was institutional. The patricians represented the aristocracy, or
nobles, while the plebeians represented the middle-class and wealthy merchants. Any citizen, who is at least
18 years old and who has not been convicted of felony can vote. Instead of a set of institutions through which
one single group exercised power, the Roman republic contained multiple institutions that allowed both the
few and the many to take part in political rule. However, the vastly different topographies of Greece and Rome
influenced their political development. Women in Greece did not possess any rights as citizens. Citizenship,
and the right to run for the elected office. Ancient Republican Institutions In contrast to Greek democracy, the
Roman republic had a more complex institutional arrangement. The republic, therefore, meant the public
matter, the thing that is in common among the people. See References 7, 8 and 9 References. Stueart and
Barbara B. In contrast, the term "republic" is Roman in origin and has traditionally been dated back to B. Both
ancient Greeks and Roman thinkers conceived of society as containing two permanently distinct and mutually
antagonistic groups: the few the rich and the many the poor. The mass of the people, physically present in the
assembly, would signify its power by either cheering or protesting in response to a speech. The people
acclaimed or rejected but did little deliberation. The aristocracy of each city-state defended its independence
and discouraged any efforts to form a monarchy. Relyea, Robert E. However, the Greeks realized that
allowing public officials to be elected by popular vote would nearly always result in the wealthiest, most
educated and most well-known citizens being elected. Athens had a second method for dealing with unpopular
elected, allotted and unofficial political leaders. Although Rome drew many of its political principles from the
Greeks, and as a result, developed a government similar to that of Greece, there were several differences
between the two. Kochtanek and Joseph R.


